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Dear readers,
We sincerely hope you have enjoyed this years14 th Annual MEDIMUN Conference! We
hope that you did take this opportunity and benefited from everything we could offer, like
learning more about the world around you, increasing your awareness of current affairs
and boosting your knowledge concerning critical present-day issues. We hope you also
created new friendships with people with whom you share common opinions or viewpoints, as well as gained skills from participating in this conference, such as teambuilding,
debating and researching will certainly be valuable and will undoubtedly help you in the
future.
Do not be discouraged, ye as MEDIMUN is not quite over !
These exciting two new committees: The International Court of Justice and the Special
Conference on the Child, introduced new topics, ideas and sophisticated discussions. We
hope they were a blissful addition to the rest of the mesmerising committees.
Through all the resolution-making, the speeches and the discussions that took place, we
hope you had fun and enjoyed yourselves during them, as this experience is one that you
will look back on. On this note, we would like to encourage you to keep an eye out for the
Mediblog, (www.medimun.net/mediblog). There, you can find all updates about what
happened in each and every GA and committee, as well as interviews with delegates, organisers, managers and highly esteemed guests. The Humans of MEDIMUN section of the
Mediblog provides you the chance to get to know more about people involved in the conference; it is very likely that you may even find a picture of you! If not you still have time
to leave your mark. After all “people want too see themselves” to feel proud for participating in this major and highly anticipated event.
We wish you all to enjoy this last day of the conference and have an amazing time at your
GAs and committees! Remember that in times of need, the organisers will always be by
your side! The Public Information committee will be there to guide you, the sales committee for a quick retail therapy, the Admin Staff and Approval Panel to ensure the arrival
of your resolutions, the photography committee to catch your finest pose and of course,
the food and catering committee to please all your… greatest desires! Note that without
the help of other organising committees such as the IT, Public and Advertising and Preparations, this conference would never be able to take place, so they should receive an equal
appreciation. The time has come, to let the curtains fall, saluting this year’s conference as
the new improved versions of ourselves as we benefited significantly!

Your Editors,
Alexandros Makrides and Chloe Tserioti
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The beginning of a new generation for Medimun!
A report on the Opening Ceremony

The ceremony began with the flag accompanied by music from a brass ensemble. It
was quickly followed by an address by Mr.
Lodge, the general coordinator, who welcomed
and congratulated the delegates for taking initiative towards solving world issues. He even
claimed this is a special Medimun, because
many new things are added like the ICJ committee, the special conference of the child, as
well as the collaboration with Hope for Children
organisation. Moreover, he mentioned the importance of the UN, his opinion against nationalistic attitudes to solve the problems of the
21st century as well as highlighting the importance of interdependence.
At 11:50 speech ends and senior choir
enters and sings the inspirational song “so
strong. Afterwards, the first important speaker
George Chacallis, ambassador of and political
director of the foreign ministry, who highlighted
the importance multilateralism and foreign policies in the ministry of the world today. In addition, he indirectly mentioned the concept of deglobalisation, indicating the severity of human
rights violations and wrong values, like addressing problems such as sexual abuse of children,
cyberbullying of children and the child's right to
protection of privacy. Overall, he strongly emphasized the empowerment of children through
education.
Mrs Kristina Marku the child protection
coordinator of the hope of children made a
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speech, at 12:05. She spoke about their aims as
an organisation- to eradicate the exploitation of
children, listed the things they offer like legal
help. Furthermore, she has a personal interest
for Medimun as she was a delegate in 2006. She
spoke on behalf of her organisation, focusing on
the power and importance of preserving the
rights of children, as she is passionate about it.
Another musical interlude by the brilliant
students of the English School: playing Havana,
a crowd favourite. At 12:15 Styliani Stavrou, the
secretary of the conference gave an official
opening to the conference. She highlighted the
importance of Medimun as well as officially
welcoming the delegates to Medimun, a community created and dedicated to solving worldly
problems. Lastly, she officially declared the 14th
annual session of Medimun open!
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The Highlights of GA1
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Eleonora Savvidou, GA1

We began the day with
roll calls, all delegates were made to
say present and voting. Then we
went through the programme and
chairs urged delegates to be on
time. If not there would be ‘surprise punishments’.
All were asked to write
something in the confession box;
however it had to be sensible. A
chair said- ‘we love trees do not
waste paper, if informal it will be
tossed in the bin’. The chair went
through the three resolutions followed by delegates gathering into
groups. This enabled the lobbying to
begin which lasted until around
4.15.
Then, delegates voted, for
‘opening the door’. The majority
raising their placards, door remained open. Some confessions
were read for entertainment, ‘I
cared more about my outfits than
my resolutions’.

Following this, the debate
started at 4.30, on the topic of “The
question of combatting the militarization and development of an arms
race in outer space”. The delegate
of Singapore expressed that space is
delicate and should be protected by
education the youth. Delegate of
South Africa questioned how this
does not provide solutions to existing problems, the delegate of Singapore replied by saying they will
not have to address this issue again.
The delegate of Bolivia was called to
speak for a resolution and stated
that education in schools is a way of
informing students on space and
dangers of militarisation. Moreover,
he quoted Stephen Hawking ‘we are
an advanced breed on monkeys on a
minor planet of a very average star.
But we can understand the universe.
That makes us something very special’. The Voting procedures then
took place- 1 obtained, 37 against,

17 for so it doesn’t pass.
We ended with some singing. Two delegates were called to
sing the “Soviet National Anthem” (suggested by Palestine) followed by delegates enthusiastically
performing “bohemian rhapsody”
and then everyone dancing to
“YMCA”.
The chair, Vasiliki
Karayianni ended by saying the ‘best
prize goes to GA1’ and the ‘best
dancing prize’ to the delegate of
Zimbabwe.

The Many layers of GA2
Andrea Kiliari, GA2

Phase one, Icebreakers:
The delegate of Romania speaks the truth in ‘two truths and a lie’, by declaring being sick and tired, and not
having sent his position paper on time.
‘if I were a country, I’d be Palestine because I feel like no one recognizes me and appreciates my existence’,
delegate of USA.
Phase two, Lobbying: the GA is divided in threes, notions of ocean dead zones, child labour, and immigration
are concerning the delegates.
Phase 2 (and a half): delegates arriving late after break are required to do the Macarena dance. Will this
make them arrive earlier next time, or will it encourage reasonable tardiness to have some fun dancing?
Phase three, debate no1: the question of reducing economic dependence on child labour in Sub-Saharan Africa
‘Children working in hazardous conditions, cannot reach their full potential as adults’, delegate of Hungary.
The delegate of the DPRK, supports the resolution submitted by the delegate of Hungary, including the operative clause of introduction of taxation of products sold by companies such as Sony, who have been accused of
employing child labour.
‘Every single member state right now has the sovereign right to choose whether they want to implement such
clauses, which makes taxation less effective’, delegate of Canada.
The debate moves on to points against the resolution; the delegate of Cambodia counter argues that instead
of punishing products who have been produced using child labour, it would be more effective to promote
products that have been ethically produced.
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Report on GA3
Eva Michael, GA4
The day commenced at 8:00 with the delegates slowly arriving. People are nervous yet thrilled.
Admin staff are buzzing around like busy bees. By
9:00, all the delegates were taking their seats in their
general assemblies and MEDIMUN officially begun.
Everyone look professional in their formal attire and
their fancy name tags. Our two Chairs, Olga Prepis and
Michalis Marcoux, took the register and at 9:15 lobbying started. All the delegates separated into three
groups according to their resolution topics. Slowly and
steadily, they started building their resolutions. At
10:30, they had a well deserved break and they refilled their batteries. Afterwards, all the delegates
were taken to the auditorium where the opening ceremony took place. Flag parade, brass playing the “Te
Deum”, speeches and even Havana (ooh-na-na).
Lobbying continued for the next two hours un-

til lunch break at 2:00. At 2:30, everyone was back in
their seats and ready to continue working on their resolutions until the chairs told them that time for lobbying has finished and everyone had submitted their resolutions to them. A break occurred to allow the delegates to relax and prepare for their resolutions or
attack points/speeches. At 4:50, the first resolution
started taking place in GA3 on the topic of combatting
the global rise of Antimicrobial resistance. The delegates were active throughout the entire debate, with
an abundance of points of information and attack
points. In the end, this resolution passed!
Lastly, the first day ended with none other
than the confession box! Everyone laughed with the
funny gossip and anonymous comments.

Report on GA4
Irene Leonidou, GA4
The atmosphere upon entering the lobby is cheerful with a
glimpse anxiety on the delegates’
expressions and laughter that echoes throughout the room after
friends reunite. Each school takes
pictures of their delegations and
the friendly Admin Staff give tours
to delegates after their arrival.
Soon, the delegates are all
seated in their GAs, smartly
dressed and ready to get to work.
After registration, GA4 plays an icebreaker called “Never have I ever”,

where a delegate is randomly selected and they have to state
something they have never done
before and whoever has done it
must stand up. As it was revealed,
a delegate had once dyed their hair
purple! Delegates who hadn’t
attended the workshop in November had to introduce themselves
and answer the question “if your
house was on fire what one thing
would you save?”. There were interesting answers varying from
dogs to a dad’s credit card.
The confession
box was introduced, where
delegates must
write their secrets and sign
them only with
their
initials.
The confession
box will be
opened on Sunday. Then, lob-

bying began. Delegates were divided by the topics of their resolutions
and had to make alliances in order
to create one powerful resolution.
After a well-deserved coffee
break delegates came back caffeinated and enthusiastic. They continued merging their resolutions, finding and fixing attackable points and
cooperating well. Lunch was served
and participants were delighted to
find out that the food was delicious!
Following lunch, delegates
were given a last chance to finalize
their resolutions and submit them.
The debate began and the main
submitter of Russia delivered a passionate speech concerning the
criminal accountability and immunity of UN peacekeepers, followed
by an intense debate. The day ended on a positive note with the resolution passing with 29 votes for and
23 against.
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Report on the Historical Council
Today it is Friday, 8th of
February as well as the first day of
the Medimun workshop. At 8am
hundreds of students from different schools started gathering at the
European university for the workshop.
At 9:30, the workshop
began. The delegates of the historical Security Council would have two
hours to prepare for each debate.
The first one was the question of
the fall of the berlin wall and the
reunification of Germany and the
second was the question of the
Tiananmen square crisis. The delegates formed three different groups
of alleles. The communist consisted
of Eastern Germany, USSR, China,
Cuba, North Korea and Vietnam
while the non-communist of
France, Hungary, UK and USA, Japan and Western Germany.
In between the intense
preparation, some funny and relaxing icebreakers took place. For
example, the delegates had to
guess the top three songs and movies of 1989. Moreover, there was a
hilarious dancing battle including
80s themed songs.
By 4:30 the first debate
started. The first clause is about
calling for a referendum to take
place within East Germany concern-

Paraskevi Economou HSC

ing the acquisition of self determination though unification with
West Germany. After West Germany makes a speech about how the
situation has created serious economic problems and the existence
of the wall has separated families
across Germany North Korea, USSR
and China request point of information. They accused Western
Germany of being biased and implying that poverty exists only on
the East side. USA talks in favour of
the clause and suggests that the
people should have the option to
choose as well as replies to North
Korea’s point of information by
saying that the protests reflect the
citizens’ unhappiness. Next to make
a speech is the delegate of USSR.
He repeats several times how the
clause is “totally unfair” and then
accuses West Germany of promoting “Nazism and of no democratic support”. West Germany
replies by calling him a hypocrite! The clause passes
with seven votes for and five
against.
Then we move on
to the next clause on the
decision of having special
social
integration
programmes for helping East
German refugees be set up.

The UK is suggesting that a more
long-term solution should be established while japan answers that it
will help them for a short period
but in the end, it is their own responsibility. West Germany adds to
that by saying that in order to find a
more long-term solution a short
term one should be found first. The
word refugees is used which triggers the delegate of North Korea to
ask if this is a war. There are some
giggles across the room. The Delegate of china argues that the wellbeing of the state will ensure wellbeing of each citizen. The UK believes that there is lack of facilities
and services in the country. The
voting ends with equal votes for
and against so the clause is paused.
Clause 4 is about that East Germany requires development in
order to meet the standards of the
West Germany. The delegate of
USSR says that we cannot assume

Report on the Security Council
The day has began. First icebreaker – “never have I ever”
with everyone including the admin staff. Then the USA position
paper is, read. However, it doesn’t support the implementation
of the convention on the rights of the child, homeschooling or
the fact tha the USA has a certain amount of Rohingya
population . It is followed by Russia’s position paper, which
supports the convention of the child and condemns anyone who
doesn’t support it. China position paper is read. It compares the
ethnic cleansing to a conflict of their own however says that their
camps are built on good intent and condemns the use of “ethnic
cleansing”. Kuwait position paper is read elaborates in the the
question on Ukraine and how it is a truly concerning one.
Kazakstan position paper is read, followed by an upholding of
the convention of the rights of the child. Lobbying started 9:43.
After the break and the opening ceremony everyone is back
in action! People are now merging their resolutions on the
second topic : myanmar. With the break for lunch coming up the
delegates are discussing away excitedly. The time reads 12:42
and everyone seems to be in a great mood. “Is this a part of the
delegation??” calls out one of the chairs as a handful of delegates
are trading a pack of Haribos back and forth with cups filled with
brownies in front of them. Lunch break seems to have been very
succesful. Delegates are finisihing up with lobbying.
The Delegate of Russia called the delegate of USA.
Exasperated, she finally exclaims “President Trump!” The
delegate of USA looks up. After the first clause was done, we
moved on to the second clause submitted by Kazakhstan and cosubmitted by four other countries. The clause was about law 20
and the right of a child for education to learn their rights. While
reading the clause the delegate of China took off her shoes and
was immediately asked to put them back on! There was a long
discussion about the funding problems but also the benefits for
the children. There was an amendment to make the clause more
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that west part is more developed
and wants everyone to vote against
it, as it is offensive for East Germany. China believes that in the last
five years there was rapid development in the east. USA believes that
they should vote for unification and
western Germany asks what should
be done for a more uniform economic system. France argues that
because of communist the economy is underdeveloped in infrastructure and that technological advance
is needed for economic growth.
China is angered because east Germany is described as inferior to
west Germany and requests point
of order. There are five votes for
and seven against so the clause
does not pass.
After voting, the time of the
workshop is over so the delegates leave until Saturday morning.

Anna Monoyiou
Lara Tokar

stable and after the voting, the clause passed with 12 votes
supporting it and three against it.
The third clause about children adoption was submitted by
Ethiopia and co-submitted by five more countries. Ethiopia supports that the adoption process should require an economically
stable household, a good family, food shelter and health care. A
discussion about children being too young to decide takes place.
The delegate of China believes that children have an instinct and
can decide whether the people are good or bad. There was an
amendment by Netherlands and only four delegates voted in
support of the clause. A discussion about how the veto should be
used follows with the conclusion that anyone voting against a
clause is using the veto power.
The 4th clause submitted by the Russian Federation and supported by China Ethiopia and the Ivory Coast was about the need
of raising awareness of children’s rights. China congratulates the
Russian Federation for the detailed clause. Ethiopia mentions
that professionals should train children. Equatorial Guinea mentions that children should be able to enjoy their rights. After a
long discussion and an amendment. After the discussion, almost
everyone voted in favour of the clause so everyone applauded.
The fifth and final clause for the day was submitted by the
delegate of the Ivory Coast and supported by three more countries. It was about how teenagers should be elected to represent
their schools and other teenagers in the country. Many agreed
that the clause is very good and would motivate students to get
involved. Ivory Coast supports that this system works very well in
Cyprus and should be tried in other countries as well. There were
some disagreements with the clause but at the end, the clause
passed with nine votes in favour and six against. That was the
end of the day, with the delegates applauding and leaving filled
with gaiety.
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Report on the course of the day in ICJ
Our day began at 9:10, the chairs
started explaining the schedule. They gave
advice and stated their willingness to help.
Then at 9:20, everyone got straight into
work energetically. Delegates separated in
teams based on their country to exchange
ideas and discuss their topic.
After the break, the atmosphere
had become very friendly, we all ate together and so when we came back to our
GA, we all started feeling very comfortable,
the atmosphere between the delegates
was particularly blissful and they were all
passionately researching and discussing.
After the last break, our committee really hit it off. One by one each of
the delegates started to finish up and we
ended up in a big circle in the corner of the
room discussing concerns about our
schools and lives. People engaged in interesting conversations and identified or disagreed with one another leading in fruitful
discussions in a relaxed and welcoming
environment. It was truly amazing.
At 4:20 the debate between Guyana and Venezuela started. First, a delegate
on behalf of Guyana initiated the debate, as
it is Guyana that raised this specific case
against Venezuela. Then we proceeded
with the speech of the next applicant presenting the facts of the case in favor of
Guyana. The respondent party of Venezuela then made his speech, he tried to make
the whole case invalid and denied Guyana’s
accusations. The dynamic in the room
seemed very balanced, friendly yet professional, welcoming yet formal, it was really
enjoyable! After a while, the second advocate of Venezuela took the stand. The
chairs then ordered the judges to pose any
questions to the four advocated. In the
middle of the questions and answers, one

of the chair’s laptop fell off the table making a loud thud; the whole GA broke out in
laughter for a minute. The chairs then restored order and the debate continued.
Continuing, after a quick briefing by the
chairs, the advocate of Guyana was called
to present their evidence. Evidence of the
party of Venezuela was then presented.
Venezuela then presented evidence, and
another series of questions by the judges
followed. Around 5:40, the Guyana advocates started questioning their witnesses.
The inviting environment was impressive.
No one was afraid to speak their minds
freely or even make mistakes. As a result,
the debate was truly graceful.
Finally the chairs made
some reminders for the following
day and wrapped up the debate.
Our day began at 9:10, the chairs
started explaining the schedule. They gave
advice and stated their willingness to help.
Then at 9:20, everyone got straight into
work energetically. Delegates separated in
teams based on their country to exchange
ideas and discuss their topic.
After the break, the atmosphere
had become very friendly, we all ate together and so when we came back to our
GA, we all started feeling very comfortable,
the atmosphere between the delegates
was particularly blissful and they were all
passionately researching and discussing.
After the last break, our committee really hit it off. One by one each of
the delegates started to finish up and we
ended up in a big circle in the corner of the
room discussing concerns about our
schools and lives. People engaged in interesting conversations and identified or disagreed with one another leading in fruitful
discussions in a relaxed and welcoming

The Special Conference of the child outlined
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environment. It was truly amazing.
At 4:20 the debate between Guyana and Venezuela started. First, a delegate
on behalf of Guyana initiated the debate, as
it is Guyana that raised this specific case
against Venezuela. Then we proceeded
with the speech of the next applicant presenting the facts of the case in favor of
Guyana. The respondent party of Venezuela then made his speech, he tried to make
the whole case invalid and denied Guyana’s
accusations. The dynamic in the room
seemed very balanced, friendly yet professional, welcoming yet formal, it was really
enjoyable! After a while, the second advocate of Venezuela took the stand. The
chairs then ordered the judges to pose any
questions to the four advocated. In the
middle of the questions and answers, one
of the chair’s laptop fell off the table making a loud thud; the whole GA broke out in
laughter for a minute. The chairs then restored order and the debate continued.
Continuing, after a quick briefing by the
chairs, the advocate of Guyana was called
to present their evidence. Evidence of the
party of Venezuela was then presented.
Venezuela then presented evidence, and
another series of questions by the judges
followed. Around 5:40, the Guyana advocates started questioning their witnesses.
The inviting environment was impressive.
No one was afraid to speak their minds
freely or even make mistakes. As a result,
the debate was truly graceful.
Finally the chairs made some reminders for the following day and wrapped
up the debate.

Stella Panou, SCC

Delegates merged in groups of three and four,
visions of the organization as well as the work they have
while discussing ideas for their first esolution to be cre- already achieved around the world.
ated. All delegates get on blissfully and cooperate with Delegates continue lobbying with enthusiasm.
each other. They take it step by step, focusing on the
key points and their speeches. The chair helps them by
giving them advice. The delegates bonded by sharing
personal experiences whilst doing their work. Nevertheless, they are still concentrated on improving their
drafts.
Christine Shahbenderian from Hope for Children
came as a guest speaker and talked about the goals and
6

Interview with: Mr. Kristia Marku
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Stella Panou, SCC

What was your incentive in providing support in the shelter?
I studied law and I knew that I did not want to be practicing law in the conventional
sense so I decided that wanted to be active in the field of human rights. As every
young professional I did different traineeships, I was offered a position by the organization of the shelter, and since then it has been the biggest adventure of my
life. There is the team of professionals we work and we are all very invested, very
devoted and we come from different disciplines so I've learned a lot from the colleagues that are psychologists how to deal with trauma, how to recognize trauma,
how to recognize elements that could be trauma. I have learned interventions in
the community by social workers and we all help and support each other to bring
the best outcome of our efforts. The children in the shelter are the bravest people I
know, they've travelled half the globe, they've been in danger, they've faced multiple exploitations, abuses and they are still here fighting to make their lives better by
learning and fixing whatever is wrong. I get to receive all the positive feedback by
doing
the
simplest
thing;
explaining
the
legal
processes.

Can you tell us more about the CRC Policy Centre in the Humanitarian Division of
Hope
for
Children?
The Humanitarian Division is currently the biggest Division in the organization and
we have a number of actions. The one is the shelter for unaccompanied children. It
accommodates up to 42 children even though we have accommodated more because of overcapacity and over population and we provide holistic services there as
the legal advisors, the social workers, the psychologists and the educators. We try
to focus on the personalized needs of each child and not just give them a bed to
sleep. Then there is the children's house, which is a multidisciplinary unit that we
are coordinating it and cooperating it with welfare services, the police, the ministry
of health and the ministry of education. Whenever a child discloses sexual abuse or
there is suspicion that they have dealt with sexual abuse instead of going around
the services and give a testimony as it was before, they go to the children's house
where they are interviewed by a specialized police officer and with therapy; they try
to build on improving their psychology. Then we have the foster program, which is
one of our newest section in the Humanitarian Division. We were given authority by
the welfare services which is the central authority in the area to assess families and
place a child there as a foster child which again needs a lot of work. We need to find
the parents, we need to educate them and raise awareness, we need to train the
parents and make the right match between the family and the child. After that,
there is a follow up where we contact the family to ensure that everything is okay
and that the foster matching is working well and for the benefit of the child. Then
we have the non-formal education. We do a series of workshops, seminars with
children themselves on children's rights, with teachers, with lawyers, with every
professional that comes into direct contact with children and we try to provide as
much
information
and
tools
for
them
to
handle
it.

How do the kids end up in the shelter and how do they get in touch with the organization?
The shelters that we run are for unaccompanied children so we are talking about
non-European third country national children that have arrived in Cyprus in search
for protection. When a child is identified in the island as being an unaccompanied
child from any authority, they instantly call the social welfare services, which are
their guardian according to the refugee law, and then the welfare services refer the
children to our shelter. The children mostly come from West Africa, East Africa,
Central Africa and we have had some from Syria due to the conflict. Usually they are
traumatized, as they are children in a foreign country without their parents; without
both parents. Often the parents are dead and not necessarily by natural causes.
During the transit from their country to Cyprus, there was often some form of
abuse, either sexual abuse, exploitation in employment, physical violence, so they
come pretty shaken up. They might not know where they are… The agreement with
the smuggler is to go somewhere safely and this translates into Northern Europe.
There is also the shock that “I'm not where I should be so am I still safe?” We have
the cultural shock, the linguistic shock and then we take a broken child from all the
steps they had to go through in order to find themselves here and we need to give
them the space and the environment for them to feel safe. We try to do this at the
best extend possible by offering a safe environment in terms of structure. We have
rooms that are big enough to have some privacy but also to allow interaction with
each other, we have a common area that again can promote the togetherness but
also individuality. We have activities that are targeted to specific interests of each
person and we try to institute processes that will help each child to come out of all
that darkness and remember who they were before and who they want to become
in the future.

Interview with: Christine Shahbenderian, the Coordinator of the Migration and
Integration Unit

First, we wanted to ask you what was your
inceptive when supporting the shelter?
I do not directly provide support to the shelter
but I am responsible for the European commission to fund the projects, which help and support different services for the unaccompanied
minors who are in the shelter.
Can you elaborate on what do you do?
In the division I work for there are different project officers. For example, one of them could be
a project leader that supports the children
reaching out for care. Different services are pro-

vided the program, which gives them the skills
and the knowledge so that when they leave
the shelter they are prepared for their independent lives. So also within the project we
coordinate and we speak with different service
providers, possible employers, companies, so
that when the children leave, they also find
something for work so that they can provide
for themselves. This is one of the European
projects. That affects directly the children in
the shelter.
Can you tell us more about the CRC policy?
The convention of the rights of the child. It is
the most important thing of the program for the
rights of the child firstly because it was the first
document to get ratified by many countries. It
was adopted in 1989 and it is the fundamental
document from which we base our work because it sets out the rights of the child we base
our work on. Whatever work we do, that is our
guide in life.
Do you know how do the kids end up in the
shelter and how are you providing them with
better support?
This shelter called “homes for hope”. We have

Alexandros Makrides
Editor

two shelters and we are currently accommodating a lot of teenage boys here in Cyprus due
to a variety of reasons but mainly because in
their countries they have conflict and war and
human trafficking and they have found themselves in Cyprus without their will.
In the private shelter, we are responsible for it
but it provides a lot of services there, multidisciplinary. For example, we have the child develop
skill to supports the education and integration.
In the society and we have the child protection
department which supports them through all the
legal processes regarding their stages in Cyprus.
Then we have the psychology department, the
social work department and all these support
the children with the psychosocial aspect of their
needs. Currently one of our major achievements
is the foster care department where we place
unaccompanied children of course with a leash
in foster care families so that until they are
eighteen or until some other processes are completed, they stay in the family, which is chosen
from the institutional placement of child for its
development. So that is a major thing that is
currently happening for our children.
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Medi-astrology

Andrea Kiliari, GA2

Do you believe in zodiac signs? Whether you do or you don’t it’s a curious case questioning
whether you fit the characteristics of your sign, right?
‘Which trait of your zodiac sign do you think represents you in real life? How does this trait help
you with your medimun tasks?’

Margarita Stavrou, chair: ‘I’m an Aquarius, and I identify with the trait of creativity. It definitely
gets me thinking outside of the box’
Panagiotis Georgiou, chair: ‘I don’t know the characteristics of my zodiac sign *googles Taurus*
well, I definitely have strong will, and I am indeed independent.’
Andreani Kalatha, admin staff: ‘I’m a Scorpio. I like to express myself in things that I’m passionate about, but really when I’m not that into it, don’t bother involving me’
Styliani Stavrou, secretary general: ‘According to my google research, Aquarius is an extremist
which I definitely don’t identify with. Whenever I’m passionate about something I do tend to defend it strongly, but I’m certain this is not the definition of an extremist’
Leonie Kallis, delegate: ‘Sagittarius is an optimist,
and that helps a delegate during lobbying, when
you have to look at the bigger picture and focus on
what’s going well on your resolution. Delving into
the negatives and focusing on arguments, will never
solve anything.’
Chloe Tserioti, manager: ‘I’m a Sagittarius and research tells me that overconfidence is one of the
negative traits of it. However, I use it in a positive
manner to be the best version of myself, as it comes
in handy when in stressful situations.’

A fun Interlude

Chloe Tserioti Editor

Every Medimun conference feels different. For some people, it is
something more personal. For others, it is a special day. During this year’s
conference, it just so happened that it was Maria Nicolaou’s birthday. The
chair of the Special Conference of the Child, was pleasantly surprised
when her fellow delegates surprised her with a birthday cake.
The group delegates involved were stressed and very tense. Athina Stavrou, the leading conspirator was trying to not accidentally ruin
the surprise! Gladly, Maria was unaware the entire time. When she was
so blissfully surprised by her friends and fellow deleagtes, she was ecstatic.
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Humans of MEDIMUN
For more visit our
blog at
www.medimun.com

To get featured, contact the reporter in
your GA, the editors
or even through
social media!
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“What is the weirdest skill you are proud of?"
Isabelle Feng, GA1 Chair American Academy Larnaca
The weirdest skill I have is that my bones move around my elbow. If you place your hand on them it feels like a
disabled person.
From the confession box- ‘Isabelle Feng looks like a cartoon character from “the Incredibles”’
Michalis Marcoux, GA3 chair
“My weirdest skill is remembering numbers, I can write 80 digits of π in a minute”
Olga Prepis, GA3 chair
“Ummm...im having difficulty thinking of a weird skill. What are my skills? I don’t have any other skills except
singing. Oohh! I can make people listen to me. I guess you can say I can do that”
Michael Hadjivasiliou ICJ Chair
My mood-swings, in the sense that I am able to change my mood willingly according to the situation. That also
helps me evaluate other peoples’ feelings and personality and consequently I can work with people really well
while knowing how to treat each person to keep everyone happy.
Andria Chrysostomou ICJ Chair
I can crack my knee and neck really loudly. I think that is fascinating because while it is something completely
normal for me, the reactions of people who think something serious has happened are priceless and I completely
enjoy them!
Alex Kassinis, HSC Chair
I can stay three minutes underwater.
Asymina Aza, HSC Chair
I can pick things up with my feet!

If you were a bird, who would you poop on?
Pouroutidis Christos:
My co-delegate Valerios but only out of love!
Lucas Costeas:
Everywhere because we don’t have toilets!
Andreas Tricomitis:
Logan Paul because I don’t like him!
Emily Vrahimi:
Trump because he is an a**hole.

If Medimun had a soundtrack what would it
be?
Samantha Archontis, GA2, The English School
“It would be jaws soundtrack, because it’s literally a shark
tank with people attacking you from everywhere.”
Orestis Patryphonos, Kykkos A Lyceum:
“It would be beethoven ‘s 9th symphony and its joy”
Can Tanova, The English School
"Seven Nation Army"
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How do the chairs drink their coffee?
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Sponsors
We would like to thank our generous sponsors for their invaluable assistance and
contribution to MEDIMUN 2019. The following list only includes the sponsors
who assisted MEDIMUN prior to the publication of this newspaper.

All of the information, articles and opinions included in this issue are the property of MEDINEWS. No reproduction of any part of this issue is permitted without written consent from an appropriate authority.
Design and Templates: Chloe Tserioti
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